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Figure 1: Truck protests organised by Maple Story players. Retrieved from: Maple Inven (Web forum), inven.co.kr/board/maple
(Online post, 24 February 2021).

ABSTRACT
The article synthesises what we learned from reviewing the player
activism of the “Maple refugee” incident and applies the insights to
the European video game industry and commercial context. The
Maple Refugee incident was perhaps one of the most disruptive
video game incidents that occurred in South Korea in recent years.
It saw tens of thousands of Korean players from the game Maple
Story (Nexon, 2003) mobilised in unprecedented online and of-
fline protests in Spring 2021. Together with players from other
free-to-play (F2P) games, Maple Story players rallied against the
industry norms of monetising with loot boxes and the industry
self-regulatory approach to probability disclosures to address po-
tential harms. This culminated in the social phenomenon of the
proxy activism method of ’truck protests,’ rallies of crowdfunded
rented trucks displaying protest messages instead of people mass-
gathering in public during the COVID-19 pandemic. Based on the
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English timeline of the incident collated by Park et al. (2023), we
dive deeper into the case with a multidisciplinary group of experts
from game studies, law, and human-computer interaction and high-
light various issues present in this case: the regulation of loot boxes
and probability disclosures, the social pillars of player activism,
player trust and theorycrafting, and game production. The paper
contributes to the deepening of the industry’s understanding of F2P
game business while diversifying the Western-centric discourse of
the game research landscape by calling for further cross-cultural
and cross-disciplinary inquiries into current video game issues.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In February 2021, a single patch note from the South Korean free-to-
play (F2P)massive-multiplayer online role-playing game (MMORPG)
Maple Story (Nexon, 2003) [65] (see figure 2) sparked unprecedented
player activism in South Korea (henceforth Korea), an incident
that later became known as the “Maple refugee” incident (“Mae-
nan-min” in Korean). Players mobilised against the game’s ran-
domised loot box systems [88, 89], one of its core monetisation
mechanics that buttressed its two-decades-long complex virtual
game economy. Players view these systems as exploitative due to
the probabilities of obtaining various outcomes being undisclosed
but nonetheless cost them significant amounts of real-world money
by creating false expectations. While calling themselves refugees
fromMaple Story, players revolted by mass exodus fromMaple Story
[49, 105], estimated to be up to 400,000 players though unverified
sources. Through crowdfunding, internet and media campaigns,
(truck) protests, and political rallies, players also advocated for the
making of legislation to better regulate loot boxes in video games
[54, 71]. This sentiment also spread to other Korean F2P players
communities [44, 45, 48] and eventually led to the introduction of
a new law requiring loot box probability disclosures, rather than
relying only on industry self-regulation [44, 49, 69].

Figure 2: A screenshot ofMaple Story (retrieved from Nexon)

The incident demonstrated the power of player mobilisation as
a force that could challenge the game industry’s business prac-
tices, and how not disclosing the probabilities for obtaining random
rewards risks creating a vulnerable in-game economy and oppor-
tunities for conspiracy thinking among the player base [54]. The
tumultuous nature of this incident also exposed a worrying scenario
when the F2P [4, 53] and game-as-a-service [28, 92] business models
are combined with the gamblification [1, 60] and commoditisation
[62, 106] of gameplay.

Korea is known to be one of the first nations to widely adopt
F2P game business models since the early 2000s [4, 38]. The mar-
ket leader for this monetisation model, Nexon (also the company

behind Maple Story)1. The company has vast experience in operat-
ing F2P games, and its core and loyal Maple Story fan base (adults
between their 20s and 30s [2, 81]) has been playing Maple Story
since childhood (i.e., for up to two decades). And yet, the company
faced unprecedented player revolts, which eventually led to the
adoption of legislation that has fundamentally impacted how the
Korean game industry is regulated. So what went wrong? What
could we learn from this case? And how can all of this be relevant
to other emerging F2P game businesses in Europe?

This paper is a follow-up study of the timeline of the Maple
Refugee incident [73]2 that brought together a group of multidis-
ciplinary authors from game studies, law, and human-computer
interaction to answer the question: What insights can be derived
from the South Korean Maple Refugee incident for the Western con-
text?

The authors have previously assessed recent European game
industry and academic discourse, particularly on the topic of loot
boxes and regulation [8, 25, 78, 97, 98]. We retrospectively explored
secondary online sources from Maple Story players during the time
of the incident, namely some of the game’s biggest player web fo-
rums like Maple Inven (https://maple.inven.co.kr/), which is where
players first aired their grievances and discussed the issues in the
early phase of the incident. The authors looked into online posts,
public statements, and press releases from the players. Moreover,
we reviewed some of the highly profiled videos of Maple Story
streamers’ and game critics’ recordings published between Febru-
ary and April 2021. Korean media (e.g., KBS and MBC) coverage
of the incidents was also reviewed. The authors’ first workshop
was organised in November 2022 via the online meeting platform
Zoom, which was recorded and noted for further reflection. We
then continued the discussion remotely through Q1 2023 using a
dedicated Discord server, freely reflecting and sharing views on the
incident while contributing to the manuscript with perspectives
from our various fields of expertise. Relevant news and updates
coming from Korea since the incident were also monitored, espe-
cially those related to the new governmental intervention on the
issue of probability disclosures [56, 69]. This paper summarises
those discussions, with the aim of enriching both industry and
academic knowledge.

Through a literature view, the paper first explores the existing
studies that help in understanding the context of the incident. We
then explain what happened during the Maple Refugee incident
with a summary of the timeline collated in Park et al. (2023) [73].
Next, we discuss and apply insights derived from this Korean in-
cident more broadly to video game regulation, player culture, and
game production. We argue that the Maple Refugee incident is un-
likely to remain an isolated case in the Far East. Similar conflicts
between players and members of the industry about F2P monetisa-
tion could occur in any gaming market in the future, as the player

1Nexon (https://www.nexon.com/)) was founded in Korea in 1994, and went public on a
stock exchange in Japan in 2005. As of writing, the company’s headquarters is in Tokyo
while its primary business operations, game development, and live service provision,
including for Maple Story, are handled by its main office in Pangyo, a city near the
South Korean capital city of Seoul [46]. It services 60 games in over 100 countries, most
of which are F2P games. Well-known titles include Maple Story, Dungeon & Fighter,
and FIFA Online 4 [57].
2Available in the Open Science Framework https://osf.io/34vjz/?view_only=
98cadaa3d1e0487c85072e0a9e2b9657
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resistance (with public calls for regulatory intervention) against
perceived corporate greed extends beyond the arbitrary boundaries
of East and West or global North and South (e.g., global player
resistance towards an internationally distributed F2P mobile game
Diablo Immortal [10, 32] (see also [29, 30, 76]). Therefore, reflect-
ing on this incident that happened in Korea, the country with a
matured F2P game market, and with Nexon, the game company
with one of the longest experiences in F2P monetisation mechanics
[4, 38, 46], could be used to derive lessons for game developers and
publishers in other regions using similar game business models.
The cross-national and cross-disciplinary approach of this research
also contributes to diversifying the game research discourse beyond
the predominate, Western-centric narrative (see also [18, 95]).

2 LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Loot box regulation
Loot boxes are a type of in-game monetisation method that in-
volves players spending real-world money in exchange for receiv-
ing random rewards [8, 21, 39, 101, 102]. They have been the subject
of significant controversy: some have argued that loot boxes are
structurally and psychologically similar to gambling [27]. Loot box
spending is positively correlated with problem gambling severity
[84, 108], meaning that companies are likely profiting dispropor-
tionately from vulnerable players experiencing gambling-related
harms [14]. Therefore, many European countries have considered
whether or not to regulate loot boxes. For example, Belgium has ap-
plied existing gambling law to attempt to ‘ban’ loot boxes [23, 63];
however, enforcement has been lacking such that loot boxes remain
widely available for purchase in Belgium [98]. The Netherlands pre-
viously fined Electronic Arts for implementing allegedly illegal loot
boxes in its FIFA games, but that enforcement action has since been
overturned on appeal by the court. That judgment thus arguably
rendered all loot boxes unregulable and therefore ‘legal’ under
Dutch gambling law [99]. The UK recently decided not to impose
legal regulation on loot boxes and to instead first try to rely on an
industry self-regulatory approach focused on age assurance [33].

China and Taiwan now require loot box probability disclosures
by law [102]. Other countries require these through industry self-
regulation [100]. Korea used to be one such country that favored
an industry self-regulatory approach to monitoring loot box sys-
tems through the nationally-certified, industry-backed Game Self-
governance Organization of Korea (GSOK) [34]. However, after
public uproar, including the protests by Maple Story players, this
requirement has since been put on a legislative footing: loot box
probability disclosures will be required by law starting from 22
March 2024, as set out in the newly revised Article 33(2) of the
Game Industry Promotion Act [69].

2.2 Social pillars of player activism
When researching game events, it is important to take into account
other social pillars in the gaming ecosystem. Therefore, we identify
two, partially overlapping categories of influential members in the
game’s player social groups that were also involved in the Maple
Refugee incident: streamers of the game [35, 36] and players with
high financial performance (often identifying, and referred to, as
‘whales’) [18, 76, 80].

Video game streaming has been on the rise in recent years with,
for example, over 31 million daily visitors on Twitch3, the world’s
most popular game streaming platform. Live game streams serve
as meeting grounds for player communities to emerge, socialise,
and participate [36, 58, 110]. Previous research has also indicated
that players often turn to streamers when seeking information on
video games [35]. It is, therefore, no surprise that streamers play
an increasingly important role in the video game industry and are
often used in the promotion of video games [94]. The authenticity
of streamers and their proximity to their viewers enable them to
successfully influence consumer choice and opinion. In Korea, high
social motivation drives the popularity of live streaming and its gift-
giving behaviours, known as “do-ne” (an abbreviation of the English
word “donation”). These behaviours involve viewers voluntarily
gifting streamers with either real money or virtual currency, in
order to showcase their genuine follower-ship, thus transforming
virtual social interaction into a commodity [106].

High-spending players are those who spend a significant amount
of real money on games [7, 9]. It is known that game companies pay
particular attention to high-spending players and their gameplay
behaviors (e.g., spending history and gameplay hours) as these
individuals are valuable resources for the company’s revenue stream
[107]. Some game streamers, but not all, are also high-spending
players. To illustrate, the F2P mobile game Diablo Immortal [32]
received huge attention from numerous game streamers upon its
release, with some spending upwards of hundreds of thousands of
US dollars on the game’s loot box system in order to be ‘better’ at
the game, gain online visibility, or to publicise the game’s excessive
monetisation scheme [79, 87].

2.3 Theorycrafting
“Theorycrafting” (also known as “rule mining”) refers to one’s at-
tempt to “mathematically analyse game mechanics in order to gain
a better understanding of the inner workings of the game [41]”. It
involves players, often those of online games, devoting their own
independent play to study, experiment with, and discover the math-
ematical formulae underlying the digital games’ system. This could
include testing various virtual areas, levels, enemies, equipments,
and abilities either by themselves (e.g., playing the same level multi-
ple times) or through data mining of the source code using add-ons
or mods [61]. It is often performed by the most dedicated players,
ready to spend a great deal of their time and effort to master the
game in a scientific manner [90] with the goal of discovering how
to optimise their play tactics through so-called “research.” Players
also actively tend to share their crafted (or mined) rules on the
internet, constructing a collective productive discourse about the
game and even reshaping how the game should be played [75]. In
the case of Maple Story, fan forums such as Maple Inven function
as a primary community channel where players share the results of
their experiments. Over the years, these communities accumulated
numerous posts and manuals, which are often re-shared by game
streamers, on how to defeat certain levels, where to obtain certain
items, and what gears with which stats are more valuable during
gameplay.

3See: Twitch Internal Data, https://twitchadvertising.tv/audience/ (Online company
announcement, December 2022).
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2.4 Imposed regional differences in game
production

While games are often depicted as universally distributed creative
commodities, in reality, it is also cultural production that operates
regionally with a unique set of game design and business norms
[26, 42, 50, 83]. Recently, as the games’ virtual economies became
more directly connected to real-world money, there have been more
calls for regional regulation of game businesses and production
that would affect only certain jurisdictions but must be separately
addressed by companies (see also [14, 24, 60]). One such case in
the West is Belgium’s ‘ban’ on loot boxes, even though it has been
poorly enforced on game publishing platforms in practice [23, 63,
97]). A similar case in Korea was the “Shutdown law” enacted in
2012 intending to reduce minor’s excessive gameplay behaviours
[3, 13, 68], which mandated all internet-connected games in Korea
to disallow players under 16 from accessing games between 0:00
- 6:00 AM. This law has since been repealed and was no longer
applicable from 2022.

Local game production stakeholders (e.g., game studios and de-
velopers) need to invest in a collective effort to establish broader
strategies to comply with these state regulations, as previous at-
tempts have proven largely unsuccessful [97, 98, 100]. However, it
is also important to note that not all game productions are valued
equally, but rather vastly distributed and stratified [11, 74]. The
“shutdown law” in Korea, for example, imposed a significant entry
barrier for small and medium-sized game studios and indie game
developers that were not able to afford centrally-controlled player
identity and age verification systems [3]. It also hindered foreign
game publishers that did not wish to (or were not able to) comply
due to financial reasons or other region-specific reasons (e.g., GDPR
in Europe) [93]. Such regulation widens the industrial imbalance
and wealth disparities in the game industry, arguably hindering
innovation by stifling up-and-coming game startups [72].

3 WHAT HAPPENED
3.1 Maple Story
Founded in 1994, Nexon became one of the first online game com-
panies to adopt the F2P business model, starting with the game
QuizQuiz (1999) and the great success of Crazy Arcade (2001) [4, 22,
67]. The company then released the PC-based F2P MMORPG,Maple
Story, a 2D side-scrolling adventure game, in 2003. The game uses
various types of loot boxes and other in-game purchases involving
randomisation as its primary income source and is regarded as one
of Korea’s longest-operating and most financially successful F2P
games [2].

InMaple Story, players can improve their character through usual
gameplay and by using in-game Maple Story currency or game cur-
rency purchasable with real-world money. There is also an in-game
marketplace system, “Maple Auction,” in which the players can
trade items and check their market value on a real-time basis (see
figure 3)4. The game allows for so-called “additional stat upgrades”
(“Chuga Option” in Korean, abbreviated as the “Chu-op”), through

4Retrieved from: YouTube (Video), https://youtu.be/H9InmTfUJ0A?si=
nTvSzulk04T9snJU (Online stream, 8 October 2020).

which in-game equipment (e.g., weapons and armors) can be up-
graded by adding randomised stats up to three times (e.g., additional
attack damage to boss monsters and critical hit rates increase) by
expending significant amounts of consumable in-game resources.
It would cost a minimum of one million KRW (roughly 800 USD)
to completely upgrade each piece of Maple Story equipment. As
each character has 25 pieces of equipment, it would cost well over
20,000 USD to completely upgrade the entire in-game character.
Notably, some randomisation processes in Maple Story also come
with a small chance of destroying or downgrading the equipment.
Therefore, it is realistic to speculate that the game’s end-game gears
could cost billions of KRW (or hundreds of thousands of USD). Ad-
ditionally, there are a number of in-game items (e.g., in-game pets
and cosmetics) that can be used only for a limited period of time
after being purchased (e.g., 7-days or 30-days) and thus require
reoccurring payments to possess continuously. Various items that
are essential for competitive gameplay are only obtainable through
loot boxes purchasable using real money.

Figure 3: Game streamer pjs9073 upgrading his equipment by
consuming in-game items (left) and then going on to “Maple
Auction” to check the equipment’s new market price (right).
Streamer pjs9073 was one of the high-spending Maple Story
game streamers who later stopped streaming the game after
the Maple Refugee incident.

Before the incident in 2021, Nexon never revealed the probabili-
ties behind the Chu-op system or those of any other randomised
monetisation mechanics in Maple Story [49, 71]. Players conducted
years of theorycrafting experiments based on a mass amount of
their collective data obtained by spending real money (such as the
case shown in figure 45), and building a community and market
consensus on which certain additional stats are more challenging
to acquire—and thus more valuable—than others that are more
common and therefore deemed less valuable. If the acquired or
upgraded equipment is deemed valuable in the market, the player
can sell it at the Maple Auction to gain profit. They could even use
3rd party traders (e.g., virtual game currency trading platforms) to
convert that profit into real money or vice versa.

3.2 Maple refugee
On 18 February 2021, Maple Story announced the following patch
update: “[Upon this patch,] all additional options that can be granted
to items [Chu-op equipment stat upgrades] are modified to be
granted with the same probability” (emphasis added)6. As the Chu-
op system involves a significant amount of real-worldmoney, chang-
ing such features meant that the in-game marketplace economy
5Retrieved from: Maple Inven (Web forum), https://www.inven.co.kr/board/maple/
2304/19643 (Online post, 12 February 2020).
6See: Maple Story (Website), https://maplestory.nexon.com/Testworld/Update/435
(Online company announcement, 18 February 2021).
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Figure 4: A chart made by an anonymous Maple Story player
in February 2020, a year before the Maple Refugee incident.
The chart lists estimated Chu-op probabilities based on the
player’s experiments with Chu-op odds and which combina-
tion of stats is more challenging to acquire and thus rarer
(denoted in red) than others (denoted in white or green).
This chart was later referenced among the players to refute
Nexon’s later disclosed probabilities.

would markedly fluctuate. The Maple Story developers later added
that this update was intended to fix the in-game system, giving the
impression that the Chu-op system has been running with some
sort of technical bugs for many years in the past7. This meant that
what the players have researched, or theorycrafted, was not some-
thing that the developers had originally intended. This infuriated
the players, which eventually led to a player revolt.

The very next day, on 19 February 2021, a group of Maple Story
players formed a task force team and began actively crowdfunding
to coordinate a series of truck protests (see figure 5)8, emulating
what other Korean players of Fate/Grand Order (Aniplex, 2015) [5]
did against its Korean publisher Netmarble back in January 2021
[104]9. Also known as the “truck-meta,” a truck protest is a form
of proxy activism, as people could not gather on the streets due to
the COVID-19 pandemic at the time. Instead, crowdfunding was
used to rent and dispatch trucks with an LED screen displaying
messages with the players’ demands. By referring to themselves
as “consumers [of the game]” in public statements10, Maple Story
players soon united and organised media campaigns and pressured
parliamentary lawmakers to push through legislation to mandate
companies to make probability disclosures for in-game purchases
involving randomisation, such as loot boxes. These actions were
taken in a matter of days and exclusively online, as the country was
then under strict social distancing measures due to the COVID-19
pandemic. The amount of money (roughly 8,000,000 KRW or about
7,000 USD) spent to send truck protests every day to Nexon and
Korea’s national assembly building for a week, from the last week
of February until early March, was crowdfunded within merely

7See: Maple Story (Website), https://maplestory.nexon.com/News/Notice/133192 (On-
line company announcement, 19 February 2021).
8Photo retrieved from: Inven news, https://www.inven.co.kr/webzine/news/?news=
252666 (Online article, 8 March 2021) & Issue Today (News), https://www.etoday.co.
kr/news/view/1998958 (Online news article 26 February 2020).
9Fate/Grand Order players in Korea rallied against the game’s Korean publisher Net-
marble, criticising the company’s insufficient management of player relations and
inadequately organised events. It is known to be one of the first Korean player revolt
cases that adapted trucks protest method, which was once deemed as part of K-POP
fan culture [104].
10See: Maple Inven (Web forum), https://www.inven.co.kr/board/maple/2299/6319399
(Online post, 19 February 2021).

an hour after the task force team’s announcement of the plan11.
Such crowdfunding campaigns for truck protests continued every
week until mid-March 202112. In addition, individual players rented
and dispatched LED trucks at their own expense13. The players
also began an online campaign, the “0 KRW challenge”, vowing
that they would not spend money on Maple Story and sharing their
in-game player ID and total in-game spending from January to
mid-February 2021. The task force team then accumulated a list
of campaign participants and estimated that Nexon would “lose”
at least 1,082,721,970 KRW (roughly 815,000 USD) of revenue for
the month of March14. This number continued to grow as the days
went by and more reports of high-spending players quitting came
in15 [47].

Figure 5:Maple Story players’ truck protest standing in front
of the Nexon company headquarters in the city of Pangyo,
Korea (8 March 2021) (left), and Maple Story truck protest
sighted in front of the Korea’s national assembly building
(25 February 2021) (right).

Maple Story players’ revolt quickly allied itself with other F2P
game communities in Korea, whose players shared similar nega-
tive sentiments towards the game studios’ exploitative monetisa-
tion strategies (e.g., Lineage M [64], Fate/Grand Order [5]). Players
fought against the industry’s decades-long advocacy for a volun-
tary free-market approach to making probability disclosures that
saw the industry self-regulating its own behaviours rather than
being regulated by law [34, 49]. Despite Nexon trying to appease
its players by making several public statements promising in-game
compensation, the situation continued to escalate.

This massive player mobilisation incident eventually pushed
Nexon to publicly disclose the game’s monetisation mechanics’
probabilities on 5 March 202116. This was the first time ever in
Nexon’s history that such information was published, thus rep-
resenting a triumph of the players’ activism. Nexon even further
disclosed the relevant probabilities for most of their other games
in the following weeks (e.g., for FIFA Mobile [6] and Counter-Strike
Online [66]).

However, the disclosures revealed more exploitative design fea-
tures in Maple Story that players were previously unaware of. The
one that particularly angered the players was the maximum cap
11See: Maple Inven (Web forum), https://www.inven.co.kr/board/maple/2299/6380281
(Online post, 23 February 2021).
12See: Maple Inven (Web forum), https://www.inven.co.kr/board/maple/2299/6453932
(Online post, 1 March 2021).
13The number of these individually sent truck protests could not be verified.
14See: Maple Inven (Web forum), https://www.inven.co.kr/board/maple/2299/6378905
(Online post, 22 February 2021)
15See: Maple Inven (Web forum), https://www.inven.co.kr/board/maple/2299/6483761
(Online post, 4 March 2021).
16See: Maple Story website, https://maplestory.nexon.com/Guide/CashShop/
Probability/RoyalStyle (Web page, 5 March 2021).
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embedded in some of the Chu-op stats: most notoriously, the hid-
den ceiling for the highly sought-after “additional attack to the
boss monsters” stat. Because relying on this particular stat was
believed to be crucial for reaching the end-game, players felt that
they were fooled by the company’s manipulation all along into
trying to obtain something that was ultimately unattainable. This
shifted the discourse into a fundamental debate about the structure
of the Korean game industry as a whole, which, in turn, gave rise to
more media and legislative discussions [44, 49]. Public broadcasting
channels in Korea, for example, began to report about the incident
as if it is equivalent to game companies’ systematically commit-
ting stock market manipulation in the virtual economy17, labeling
Nexon’s actions as “probability manipulation”—the term that was
widely used also among the Maple Story communities during the
incident.

At the same time, due to mounting bitterness generated through
fan posts mixed with mis- and mal-information, the player com-
munities rapidly became polarised. Some began to question the
legitimacy of those who first initiated the truck protests, based on
whether they were truly committed ‘consumers’ of Maple Story
who have already spent significant sums of money on the game,
sparking the dispute between high-spending players versus the
low-spending (and casual) players. This later culminated in online
harassment and personal attacks on each other that permanently
damaged the game’s communities. In the midst of this war-like
atmosphere, the hearing session between the Maple Story devel-
opers, represented by the company executives, and players was
held and live-streamed on 11 April 2021, but ended with only bitter
open-ended remarks and criticisms being hurled at the company
(see figure 6)18.

Figure 6: A screenshot of the hearing session between Maple
Story developers and players, live streamed on 11 April 2021.

The incident sparked consecutive waves of mass migrations of
Maple Story players to another F2P MMORPG, Lost Ark by Smi-
legate [82]—a game that had already disclosed (not all, but some)
probabilities at the time of the incident, employed a less financially
demanding monetisation scheme (e.g., no time-limited or obtain-
able through loot box-only purchases), and had the game’s creative
director more actively responding to players’ demands. Migrating
players began to call themselves “Maple refugee” and created fan

17See: Videomug - SBS NEWS (News, YouTube channel), https://youtu.be/hk-VYSEtJP8
(Video, 11 March 2021).
18See: Maple Story YouTube channel, https://www.youtube.com/live/_B-tUToiun8?
feature=share (Video, 11 April 2021).

images and memes online (see figure 7)19. Lost Ark later verified
that its monthly active users increased by 427% (and daily active
users increased by 306%) in March 2021 compared to the previ-
ous month [105], estimating that at least 400,000 additional new
game accounts were created in Lost Ark between 24 February and 7
March 2021. However, it cannot be determined how much of these
increases could be attributed solely to the mass exodus of players
from Maple Story because other F2P games were witnessing truck
protests at the same time (e.g., in relation to Lineage M by NCSoft).
Nevertheless, this led to the surprising success of Lost Ark when
other F2P MMORPGs in Korea performed poorly in 2021, with a
whopping 2,638% year-over-year profit increase by the end of 2021,
despite mounting infrastructure and labour costs [52]. In contrast,
Nexon reported -18% year-over-year profit loss in 2021 [55].

Figure 7: A comical portrayal of the Maple Refugee incident,
illustrated by an anonymous player. TwoMaple Story players
were represented as mushroom-like characters fromMaple
Story crying out with the sound of “Mae- (Meh-)” (the first
syllable of the word ‘maple’) being welcomed by a green bean-
like character from Lost Ark.

Player’s consecutive waves of truck protests soon gained the
mainstream media’s attention, which further developed the move-
ment into a political push to establish a justification for mandating
probability disclosures by law [56, 103]). Since most Maple Story
players were adult voters (as the game’s core players are 20 to 30
year-olds with strong purchasing powers [12, 81]) the issue began
to gain attention at the national parliamentary level. Just two years
later, on 27 February 2023, a motion to partially amend the Game
Industry Promotion Act was passed at the Korean National Assem-
bly [69]. Coming into effect from 22 March 2024, this new law will
obligate game companies to display the probabilities and relevant
information relating to in-purchases involving randomisation [69].
Furthermore, the proxy activism method of the truck protest con-
tinues be popular even today in Korea, becoming a new normal of
gamer activism even after the pandemic (see [45, 48]).

4 LEARNING FROM THE MAPLE REFUGEE
CASE

The Maple Refugee incident should be regarded as a signal by
F2P [4, 67] and game-as-a-service businesses [28, 31] that their
monetisation models may not be sustainable. Better understanding
Korean players’ resistance to the game industry’s business norms
would be beneficial to global game companies and agencies as they
are also facing similar conflicts elsewhere. Therefore, we discuss the

19See: Coconut-emoji (blogger), https://coconut-emoji.tistory.com/58 (Online post, 24
February 2021).
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key lessons that could be learned from this case and their relevance
to the European context.

4.1 Regulations on loot boxes
From a regulatory perspective, Maple Story, or rather Nexon, was
arguably obliged by industry self-regulation, already in force be-
fore the incident in Korea, to make probability disclosures [49, 54].
Back then, Korea’s self-regulation explicitly stated that where it
is possible to enhance an in-game item directly or indirectly us-
ing real money, but there is a random risk of that item being lost
during the process, then the relevant probabilities must be dis-
closed [34, 56, 103]. However, this was not done for the Chu-op
system in Maple Story, which appears to be an obvious breach of
self-regulation, but no enforcement actions have been taken. It is
notable that the Korean self-regulation specifically included this
type of randomised monetisation mechanic into its ambit sepa-
rately from the gacha mechanics or the acquisition of characters,
skins and other rewards through randomisation [95], which were
governed by different sections of the self-regulation [34, 56]. This
suggests that some distinction is being made between the two types
of mechanics, similar to how Chinese regulation referred to both
‘randomised pull mechanics (i.e., loot boxes and gacha mechanics
in a more conventional sense)’ and ‘randomised fusion mechanics
(i.e., intended to cover mechanics like the Chu-op system)’ [96].
It is unclear whether it is helpful for regulatory purposes to dis-
tinguish between the two as both would constitute an in-game
transaction with randomised elements, and the aesthetic elements
that differentiate them are not necessarily psychologically relevant
or objectively applicable by a regulator. There is indeed a debate
in the academic literature as to whether different types of in-game
purchases involving randomisation, such as ‘loot boxes’ and ‘so-
cial casino games,’ should be distinguished and treated separately
[102, 109]. For example, the ESRB (Entertainment Software Rating
Board) and PEGI (Pan-European Game Information), which provide
age rating information in North America and Europe, respectively,
do not distinguish between these subcategories and uniformly apply
their self-regulation requiring games containing in-game transac-
tions with randomised elements to be labelled with a warning to
all such mechanics [97]. Further research examining and clarifying
different types of randomised monetisation mechanics in video
games is welcomed.

Besides industry self-regulation, consumer protection law more
generally also applies to loot boxes. Indeed, Nexon was fined in
2018 by the South Korean Fair Trade Commission for failing to
disclose the probabilities of obtaining random rewards from loot
boxes sufficiently accurately. The enforcement action was taken
because Nexon gave consumers the incorrect impression that var-
ious random rewards had the same probability of being obtained
when in fact they had different probabilities [15, 16, 19]. It is in-
teresting that enforcement action was taken when the disclosed
probabilities gave an incorrect impression; however, failing to dis-
close probabilities at all—as occurred with the Chu-op system of
Maple Story until the patch note and the ensuing incident—did not
lead to enforcement actions being taken. This might well be due
to the relevant regulator having shifted its focus to other issues,
rather than actively deciding not to enforce the law. Enforcement

actions should of course have been taken in both cases to ensure
that consumers would have been fully informed and not misled.
Various regulators of consumer protection law in Europe and North
America all have powers to take enforcement actions against games
for not disclosing probabilities and for disclosing inaccurate (or
even intentionally false) probabilities. They should do so promptly
as a way to minimise the potential harms of loot boxes and protect
consumer rights that were already guaranteed by existing law [51].

A consensus between the industry and the public on how best to
transparently handle player communication in relation to in-game
monetisation mechanics involving randomisation would be mutu-
ally beneficial and is needed for the game-as-a-service business
model to be sustainable, given the risks underregulation presents
to consumer interests and overregulation presents to industry in-
terests [78, 102]. There is also a need for future studies to assess
industry practice (e.g., compliance) in response to regulatory re-
quirements: for example, whether the requirement to disclose prob-
abilities in the since amended Game Industry Promotion Act in
Korea will, from March 2024 onwards [69], be duly complied with
by companies and actually enforced by regulators when cases of
non-compliance are identified.

4.2 Streamers and ‘whales’ in the Maple refugee
context

The details of the Maple Refugee case also shed light on sociological
processes at play in gaming communities. Notably, the mass transi-
tion away from Maple Story and towards other games appears to
have been driven by strong social pressures. As mentioned before,
two important social pillars must be taken into account: video game
streamers on one hand, and high-spenders on the other.

In the Maple Refugee case, video game streamers actively live-
streamed their views on the 18 February 2021 patch note and con-
ducted experiments on the newly updated Chu-op probabilities
that could sway viewers’ opinions. A qualitative review of some
of the highly profiled game streamers who regularly used to play
Maple Story between 2020-2021 revealed two distinctive patterns:
streamers either actively conducted several live stream sessions
criticising Maple Story and engaging in the online discourse, or
they did not mention the incident and suspended all Maple Story
related live streams either temporarily or permanently. Those who
criticised the game were actively vocal about what are “good” and
“bad” qualities of game businesses and labeled Nexon’s practices
in Maple Story as negative. Some streamers even prompted mas-
sive migration together with its subscribed viewers, while others
remained to play Maple Story but were actively involved in the
players’ resistance (e.g., physically attending the hearing session
with Nexon on 11 April 2021 or live streaming it). As such, stream-
ers played a large role in spreading discontent among players, both
directly through their own criticism (e.g., expressing their views
on stream verbally or visually) and indirectly through providing
a space for players to interact with each other (e.g., stream chat,
donations, or subscriptions so as to express the viewer’s support
of certain views) [36, 40]. They acted as high-influence nodes in
the social network as they have connections—or “edges” linking
them to other players—and by extension, their disappearance from
the network has ripple effects. Thusly, streamers (many of whom
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were high-spending players) exerted significant influence over the
revolt.

The revolt became a wildfire when a significant number of high-
spending players quickly put up their items for auction after the 18
February 2021 patch note and boycotted making in-game purchases
individually or as a group in a coordinated manner through the
“0 KRW challenge.” This caused the overall market value of those
items to decrease greatly. The rarity, monetary cost, and labour
required to get an in-game item are directly related to the social
prestige associated with owning it [37]. It is therefore likely that the
precipitous drop in item value diminished players’ perceived emo-
tional and financial investment in Maple Story, and increased their
willingness to switch to a new game, in this case, predominantly to
Lost Ark.

It is important to note that some of the high-spending players of
Maple Story were also streamers, with their own direct channel and
fan-base to help spread their voices. There were several instances
of well-known Maple Story streamers either spending their own
money or receiving donations from players to do experiments on
newly introduced random odds of Chu-ops between 18-25 Febru-
ary 2021. These were then followed by live streams showing their
“bankruptcy” moments (i.e., auctioning off their once highly valued
items at significantly decreased prices), which further swayed other
players’ views on the matter during and even after the incident (see
figure 8)2021.

Figure 8: A screenshot of the former Maple Story streamer
NODOLLY dressed up in a black suit next to the black-and-
white portrait ofMaple Story logo (the mushroom character),
demonstrating a Korean traditional ‘funeral’ of the game
on early March 2021, at the peak of Maple Refugee incident
(left). A screenshot of anotherMaple Story streamer Pangeyo
expressing his frustration, claiming, “I don’t feel like spend-
ing money on this game (Maple Story)” several months after
the incident, on December 2021 (Right).

The heavy influence of high-spending ’whales’ on the player
community also explains why Maple Story players’ mobilisation
did not escalate into a complete abolishment of the controversial
Chu-op system itself. Rather, players remained to confront the
game company’s insufficient response to the market fluctuation.
Meaning, what angered the invested players was the fluctuation of
the in-game market, the crumbling social prestige of once-valued
items and the company’s reprehensible provision of inaccurate
information or omission of material information, but not the free
market concept of player trading or the adoption of randomised

20See: NODOLLY (Game streamer), https://youtu.be/QL427cOo78M (Video, 10 March
2021).
21See: Pangeyo (Game streamer), https://youtu.be/srmL2bbP6qk (Video, 30 December
2021).

in-game purchases. There were also online disputes between, and
harassment of, the players during the revolt over who is the truly
committed “consumers” of Maple Story, suggesting a belief that
those who spent more money may speak more loudly about their
consumer rights. The Maple Refugee case shows a potential fallout
when the commoditisation of gameplay based on real-world socio-
economic status is normalised [17, 31, 106] even in a virtual game
world.

Together, these two groups of streamers and high-spenders likely
helped set in motion a negative feedback loop. Players saw other
high-status players sharing negative views about the game and sell-
ing off in-game assets, which both signalled the weakened economic
commitment to the game by players and an actual exodus from the
game. This indicates how online opinions can be swayed, escalated,
and spread quickly beyond control. Future research should further
compare theMaple Refugee case with other similar incidents, which
could broaden our knowledge and awareness of the respective be-
haviours of different player social groups and reveal the effects of
the embedded commoditisation of gameplay and social actions by
players.

4.3 The issue of trust and prevention of
theorycrafting

The Maple Refugee case was compounded by a clash of differing
views. What eventually sparked the players’ revolt was the fact
that uncertainty, on a micro-level, cannot be easily removed from
the minds of players who have particular expectations, desires, and
frustrations. On a surface level, the disclosure of probabilities in
Maple Story proved to be an immediate clash between the players’
preexisting theory and the actual reality underlying the in-game
system.

The convergence of video games and gambling [24, 59, 60] has
led to concerns that video game players are increasingly exposed
to content that does not follow the ‘skill-oriented’ logic of their pre-
ferred medium, and that they may develop miscognitions related to
their influence on the course or outcome of a random in-game event
as a consequence. But Maple Story players were intrinsically moti-
vated by a desire for intellectual satisfaction to construct a belief
system around that persistent uncertainty through theorycrafting
[41, 75], in an attempt to “optimise their gameplay” [90] and lessen
constraints created by, for example, random number generations
(RNG).

Things changed, however, when the instability of that uncer-
tainty was highlighted by the fact that it could be changed by
the corporation at will (i.e., “probability manipulation”). Instead
of a manifestation of fandom, the Maple Refugee incident turned
player’s theorycrafting into a state of participatory surveillance
[90] towards the authority on the matter, which in this case, is
Nexon itself. Eventually, the player base proved to be a regulatory
actor, leading to parliamentary action in Korea [69] (for a similar
case in the West, see [77]).

So how can the industry do better then? Certainly, the game
companies may consider improving their communication towards
players, specifically through clarifying how chance is used in games
with loot boxes. It is evidently clear that any doubts, theorycrafting,
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and subsequent player subversiveness all stem from the informa-
tion players were initially given (or not sufficiently provided with).
A similar Western example is the FIFA series [85], which includes a
cryptic notice stating that openings are “dynamically generated,”
implying that probabilities may be subject to change without ex-
plaining exactly how. In general, the way the odds of obtaining
random rewards in loot boxes are disclosed have been found lack-
ing, both in terms of them being difficult to find and providing
insufficient information [100, 102]. RNG in games are also not held
up to the same regulatory standards as those of traditional gam-
bling devices, which often must be externally audited. The details
of these RNG processes in video games are also not shared with
researchers, policymakers, and other stakeholders. Future studies
should include in-depth case studies of F2P players, focusing on
their views on the game industry’s current status and tactics of
player communication (e.g., bug reports, bot reports and feedback),
co-creation, and participatory cultures.

4.4 The risk of complex digital business models
to game production

Another aspect of the Maple Refugee incident is the potential risk
of the ever-growing complexity of F2P business models to game
production and design, which require delicate collaboration and co-
operation between dozens or even thousands of individuals. Maple
Story is, as of the date of writing this paper, a nearly two-decades-
oldMMORPGwith a complex economy. Similar to various other F2P
games [4, 21, 67], its economy operates using multiple currencies
(both in-game only and those purchasable using real-money), loot
boxes and other randomised products, and many more highly com-
plex systems that are beyond the scope of this paper. Furthermore,
the game’s economy flourishes with various third-party services
for trading, game boosting, bots industries, etc. The complexity
surrounding the game’s virtual economy accumulated over many
years means that every new game design and business decision
(e.g., updates and patches) must fully account for its potential effect
on the whole in-game economy, in addition to ever-changing state
regulation in different countries. This further increases the risk that
one tiny mistake from the developer could cause devastating conse-
quences for the players’ real money investment in the game, further
exacerbating the complexity involved with the volatile operating
conditions of game businesses [20, 30, 42, 43].

This also draws attention to concerns about imbalances found
within the industry, such as wealth disparities. The increasing com-
plexity of digital business models, including loot boxes, has led to
calls for regulations and public safeguards to ensure consumer and
player protection [31, 51, 100]. However, the question is: would all
game companies—not just big corporations like Nexon—be able to
cope with the fact that even a small design choice risks massive
disruption of the in-game economy? Bigger and more established
corporations (like Nexon) have more reserved resources to manage
the risks and minimise the potential damage to their business. In
contrast, emerging studios will likely struggle to navigate these
difficult design choices or even comply with the bare minimum
required by law (e.g., making probability disclosures or removing
loot boxes [98, 100]) [86, 91].

Another alarming aspect is the worrying consequences of online
harassment from the angered players directed both towards Nexon
workers and between the players during the incident. Although our
current study cannot verify the impact of the incidents on Nexon’s
worker’s and player’s mental health, it is fair to speculate that both
may have experienced increased stress and decreased morale. For
instance, the hearing session between Nexon and players that was
live streamed on 11 April 2021 showed several moments of both
Maple Story developers and players in visible distress (e.g., stut-
tering, cracking voice, deconcentration, and reacting emotionally).
Moreover, Nexon workers who were first exposed to angered play-
ers (e.g., customer phone line, player relation, and quality assurance
staff) were in one of the most vulnerable positions in the company,
with the precarious conditions for their labour being less appre-
ciated [11, 70, 74, 111] and them not being not directly consulted
in relation to the company’s business decisions. Therefore, it is
important for these systematic issues to be addressed through col-
laborations between governments, industry, and academia so as to
provide industry-wide safety nets for emerging game studios and
vulnerable game workers. This would help ensure the economic
and social sustainability of the game industry in the long run.

5 CONCLUSION
The player revolt against the randomisation and loot box systems
implemented in Maple Story culminated in crowdfunding, media
campaigns, and political rallies, including proxy demonstrations of
truck protests that lasted for more than a month. It has also resulted
in an estimated 400,000 Korean online game players’ mass exodus
from Maple Story, one of the longest-serving and most successful
games in Korean history, which severely impacted the game com-
pany’s business. This paper, therefore, reviewed the Maple Refugee
player revolt incident that was started by Korean players of Maple
Story (Nexon, 2003) in Spring 2021 and attempted to synthesise the
lessons that could be learned by other video game markets beyond
Far East Asia, such as how to better regulate and service video
games.

While the paper serves as the first work to analyse the Maple
Refugee case in English and apply it to a European game context, it
also has limitations. Firstly, we only used secondary online sources
(from the company, players, and media) relating to the incident,
which may be incomplete and biased, thus affecting our interpre-
tation. Future research may consider directly engaging with the
stakeholders involved with the incident (e.g., interviewing Maple
Story players and streamers and workers at Nexon). Secondly, cer-
tain factors involved with the incident might be unique to Korea.
Further studies could take a comparative perspective and explore
(dis)similar cases from other countries.

What is remarkable about the Maple Refugee incident is how
Maple Story players united and mobilised within a matter of days
and eventually pressured the game studio into disclosing probabil-
ities relating to the game’s core monetisation mechanics, which
have been kept secret by the company for more than a decade since
the game’s release. The player activism also led to a new law that
mandates loot box probability disclosure in South Korea from 22
March 2024 [69], demonstrating the power of players in affecting
policy and enacting change. This case demonstrates the importance
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of transparent communication by companies towards their players,
and in particular that of making probability disclosures. How that
is handled could either disrupt or uplift a game service. Game com-
panies should be cautious with the management of their long-term
game-as-a-service models, acknowledging that as the scale of the
game’s in-game market and monetisation increases—like it did in
Maple Story—so does the company’s responsibility to build trust
with its players (including with streamers and high-spending play-
ers). The Maple Refugee incident also shows that streamers and
high-spending players are two crucial social pillars that sway, esca-
late, and spread online opinions. On the game production side, the
ever-growing complexity of monetisation systems, especially those
involving real-money trading, presents higher risks and compli-
ance costs. The more games become a service, the more companies
should carefully monitor the game’s market stability to ‘satisfy’
their players who have invested their real money. Therefore, we call
for more comprehensive discussions, that take into account both
player and industry perspectives, on how to establish and support
sustainable game business practices.
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